
Pros and cons of some popular approaches 
1. Email marketing 
2. Events 
3. Posters 
4. Facebook Adverts 
5. Funnels 
6. Influencers 
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Email marketing 
Low cost, higher on time - needs regular consistent attention. 
Timesaving tips: batch production of the emails; hire a copywriter 
 

What is it? You invite visitors to your website (or a special landing page) to 
‘subscribe’ in return for regular emails from you. 
 
You build a loyal audience by sending them regular emails (weekly, 
fortnightly) that they love to read. This builds their relationship with you 
and means that when you DO have something you want to sell, they are 
interested in buying from you.  

Why use it? Email marketing is very popular because: 
a. It’s affordable! 
b. You ‘own’ the email addresses of your fans. Unlike things like 

facebook and twitter where you have followers who may or 
may not see your content, depending on the way the latest 
algorithms are working 

c. It’s great at building up a relationship with a loyal customer 
base who love what you do and are keen to buy things from 
you 

What’s 
required? 

You need a GDPR compliant email system. Mailchimp is free when you 
have under 2000 people on your list. There are lots more if you’d like to 
research it further - LIST 
 
You need CONTENT! You need to have something to say that is 
interesting enough to earn your place in their in-box. 
 
You need nice pictures. 

Time Designing, writing and sending an email can take a couple of hours at 
least. One tip is to ‘batch’ the process. This involves writing a load of 
emails at one time (say 6) and then you only have to do it once every 6 
weeks, or once every 12 weeks depending how regularly you send them 
out. 

DIY Very possible to do this yourself - it’s where many, many people start 
with their promotions 
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Getting help If the writing bit feels hard, you can partner with a copywriter - you give 
them the idea, they create nice copy. You can get a copywriter from £40 
per email. Experienced ones can charge from £100 per email. 
 
If using Mailchimp you could also hire a mailchimp expert 
https://www.upwork.com/hire/mailchimp-freelancers/ 

Resources Fiverr   - a website where you can post jobs and recruit a freelance 
copywriters 
Tips on   how to hire a copywriter 
Mailchimp   tutorial for beginners  - all you need to know to set up your 
mailchimp account in a 35 min tutorial 

Examples Sign up to some ebulletins from other people to and see how it works. 
 
Here’s some other people have picked out: 
https://granicus.com/blog/5-examples-awesome-emails-theyre-awesome
/ 
https://inspiration.mailchimp.com/#all 
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Events 

 
Can be low cost ...but depends what you’re doing; demands time in run up and during event 
itself. 
 

What is it? Create an event that you know will attract attention, give you (and 
others) a reason to talk about your business - choose something that 
you’ll enjoy running and will strike a chord with the sort of people you’re 
aiming to appeal to! 
 
Events can be free or paid for. They can also be part of a larger event 
that is being run nationally/locally … which means you get to piggy-back 
on someone-elses marketing efforts! 
 
Eg I open up Harland Works as part of Heritage Open Weekend and get 
put in a brochure that is distributed throughout Sheffield for free! 

Why use it? Events are a fun and non-salesy way of attracting attention to your 
business. If you can offer people something interesting/fun to do or be 
involved with, you create good vibes. As events are time limited, they 
are also a great way to get to the ‘top of mind’ of people .. it encourages 
them to prioritise coming / engaging because otherwise they know they’ll 
miss the opportunity (known as scarcity marketing = v effective… “do it 
now, or you will miss out”). 
 
Courses are events. But to help widen your audience you could also 
consider a wider repertoire of events .. woods open day, mushrooming, 
story telling, fire building, pizza making .. ?   World Wood Day  is March 
21st apparently. 
 
You could also consider getting other people to run events in your wood 
- so they do the work, but you get the increased profile. 
 
The trick is to use the events to market the courses .. ways to do this 
include: a sign up in the woods showing up and coming courses; a chair 
making demo as part of the event; setting up a booking page for the 
event which enables you to capture their email so you can invite them to 
join your email list if they like what you do and, if you got a mini-events 
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programme together you could do a leaflet and distribute it locally. 
Leaflets can cost £50 to £100 for 5,000. 

What’s 
required? 

Insurance - need specific events insurance and public liability etc but 
you may have this already 
Basic event running equipment such as signage, thoughts about 
parking, refreshment  etc 
Ticket booking - I use   eventbrite.com  .. which also helps promote the 
event 

Time Depending on event, it can be time consuming. Practice is key to 
keeping the time it takes limited. But it requires a spurt of energy .. and 
then it’s done. 

DIY Very possible to do it yourself 

Getting help You can host someone else’s event, or run an event in someone else’s 
programme and let them do the work marketing it. 
Eg   https://www.artwavefestival.org/2018-brochure/ 
Eg   Heritage open weekend  (if you can find a heritage link!) 
 
Whatever you do, could you get some volunteers to help - former 
students could come and bring their chairs to show?! 

Resources www.eventbrite.com 
Government guidance 

Examples https://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/get-involved/events/ 
https://honeywoodscamping.co.uk/ 
https://www.worcswildlifetrust.co.uk/news/2018/04/24/tiddesley-wood-op
en-day 
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Posters 
Cheap and quick to produce, what’s not to like 
 

What is it? Print some lovely posters and put them up in local towns, libraries, 
playgroups, super market community notice boards … 

Why use it? Don’t underestimate the power of a poster! Good where you think you 
have a local catchment for your customers. 
 
Would work particularly well if you were promoting an event as well. 

What’s 
required? 

Great image(s) 
Some text (not much) 
Some design software - I use   www.canva.com  its great! 
Print poster - under £50 for 100 A4 from   solopress 
Time to put them up! 
Laminator? To waterproof outdoor posters - from £20 for a laminator 
plus £20 for the plastic pouches 

Time Design time - you can do it in under 1 hour, even the first time you do it 
Delivery time - depends how far and how many…. But you could do this 
with Mae in tow I thought! 

DIY Very possible 

Getting help Incentivise kids and friends to find most inventive places to (legally) put 
them up … and then put images of where they are on instagram 
perhaps?! 

Resources Canva has some tutorials for beginners 
https://www.canva.com/learn/design/tutorials/ 

Examples Pinterest has lots of poster examples if you’re stuck. 
 
 
 

 
NB Do you also have a sign up at the woods? For any passing people? Even if there aren’t 
many. Johnny made a nice bespoke one for Karl - and for his Fallen Giants business. I can find 
you a picture somewhere. 
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FB Adverts 

 
 
What is it? You can set up adverts to appear to people when they are using 

facebook. 
 
Facebook allows you to specify who those adverts appear to - so you 
could choose 50 - 65 year old man, living within 50 miles, with an 
interest in woodwork. If you put a ‘pixel’ on your website FB will also look 
at who is visiting your website and build you a ‘custom audience’ of 
people with a similar profile to show your advert too. 
 
When you design your FB ad you include a ‘call to action’ button which 
potential customers click on. Ideally it would lead to a page that 
encourages them to leave you their email address so you can be in 
contact with them, and send them info to encourage them to  build a 
relationship with you and eventually come on a course! 
 
One way to start FB advertising is paying to boost a post you have done 
which has been popular with your followers. FB will then promote it to 
new people who have not already heard of you. 

Why use it? It’s a great way to reach new people - unlike putting up posters or writing 
emails it doesn’t take much time to do. But you do need to spend money 
to pay for the ads, and quite a lot of knowledge on fb marketing is 
needed, so you might need to buy in some help. 

What’s 
required? 

FB ads work best to amplify things you are doing that work well already. 
So when you already have traffic going to your website or facebook 
page. 

Time Light on time - if you are buying in help! 

DIY Not so suitable for a DIY approach if you are a beginner 

Getting help  

Resources  
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Examples Free crash course in facebook marketing 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iR6ATUw0BIU 
 
How much to spend? 
https://www.infusionsoft.com/business-success-blog/marketing/advertisi
ng/how-much-do-facebook-ads-cost-a-budgeting-guide-for-small-busine
sses 
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Funnels 
Can be a super effective way of attracting new customers. Use mailchimp for free software to 
build funnels which is good for beginners, or graduate to more sophisticated and costly software 
such as clickfunnels. Worth doing if funnels looks like it’ll be a key method for you. 
 

What is it? A funnel is name for an online sales process. 
 
It draws on some of the skills outlined in email marketing and facebook 
adverts 
 
Essentially you attract people to a web page set up specifically for them 
to ‘land on’ (its called a landing page) where you make them a specific 
offer which entices them to leave you their email address. 
 
The incentive could be a guide to the woodworkers essential tool kit, 
details of a week in the woods experience … or something similarly 
enticing. Ie something that would appeal to the sort of people who would 
make good course customers. 
 
You can set these landing pages up for free using mailchimp - and it will 
add their email addresses to your email list automatically. 
 
There’s lots of other paid-for specialist software to use - see below. 
 
It’s called a funnel because its an upside down pyramid - ie lots of 
people come into your landing page, but  only a few of those ‘convert’ 
and click your call to action button, and then only a few of those will go 
on to become customers… the funnel ends up bringing you paying 
customers! 

Why use it? Funnels can be very easy and quick to set up - and once you have 
found one that works, it can be a very cheap and productive way to 
attract new customers without taking up any of your time or much of 
your money! 
 
For this reason they are very popular. 
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What’s 
required? 

You need to set up landing page(s) 
You need to create a freebie - something people want to give you their 
email address for so you can send it to them 
Once you  have their email address, you need to have a way of sending 
them info that is designed to encourage them to ‘convert’ into customers 
and buy a course (usually people add them on to their email list and 
include them in their email marketing) 
You need to be prepared to experiment and create quite a few different 
ones until you’ve figured out what works well 
You need a way to ‘drive traffic’ to your landing page (the top of your 
funnel)- often people use fb adverts for this, but you could use posters 
as well 

Time The first few could take you a day or so; after that you should be able to 
create more quickly and easily 

DIY You absolutely can do this yourself - but also, you could employ a 
freelancer to help you 

Getting help You can find lots of funnel consultants on   people per hour 
 
Or you could find a local agency - this   Brighton agency  has an 
interesting ‘payment by results’ type offer for small business clients 

Resources Mailchimp   tutorials   on building landing pages 
Mailchimp case study - how a   knitting shop  used landing pages 
 
7 minute video on how to use mailchimp 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ky6AhrXHx14 
 
List of paid for funnel making software 

Examples See clickfunnels’ youtube channel for live case studies of funnel 
building. 
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Influencers 

 
What is it? Influencers are people, or publications, who reach a lot of people who 

could be your customers.The idea is to get them to recommend you/big 
you up to their audiences. A shout out from them could reach a larger 
audience than you can, and their positive reviews can really help. 
 
In Sheffield for example we have an independent magazine called Now 
Then that’s read by almost everybody who’s interesting. Karl targeted 
them early on, enticed the main guy in, wowed him with fab service and 
a free eye test and then spent money on an advert. The guy was 
impressed! He knows a lot of people and is always personally 
recommending Eyeye, as well as giving Karl opportunities to be part of 
events and promotions they are running in the city. 
 
Other examples of well known influencers include the host of a big radio 
show on Radio Sheffield and bloggers who have a big following. 

Why use it? You can profit from all that work they have done building up their 
audiences! Plus, if you choose the influencers who are important to your 
target audiences (tribes) they will be pre-filtered so you’re being 
exposed to just the right people. 

What’s 
required? 

Find some influencers … who have large audiences and attract people 
you’d like as customer. 
 
Places to look for people: people who stand out in your friends and 
family networks; suppliers and customers who know a lot of people. Get 
a list of 5 together and find a way to ask them if it would be of interest.  
 
Entice them to try you out … this could be harder for you than it is for 
Karl to offer free frames! They need to genuinely have experienced what 
you offer. Be upfront about an exchange - a course or chair for free on 
the basis that they’ll write up a review of you for their audiences 
afterwards.. 
 
Places to look for publications/radio: what are the ones your current 
customers like? Try asking them if you don’t know already 
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Time This does not take very long: keep it in mind and ideas will come to you 

DIY Yes very suitable for DIY 

Getting help  

Resources  

... 
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